


A Sustainable
Future
We are a proudly owned and operated Tasmanian company that has been operating 
for over 30 years. 

A member of the Document Management Tasmania group, we utilise Fuji Xerox 
equipment, a brand that has been at the forefront of environmental sustainability for 
many decades, winning numerous awards. 

Every piece of Fuji Xerox equipment, from multifunction office devices to high volume 
production presses, are designed with the environment in mind. Our customers can be 
confident that they are working with an environmentally responsible business partner.

All of our devices are extremely energy efficient, and our entire range of office 
multifunction devices are compliant with the Eco Mark Program (Japan). This is backed 
up by our responsible parts procurement, recycling processes for used parts and 
consumables, as well as responsible disposal and recycling of the devices themselves at 
the end of their useful life.

Each of our Print Divisions promote the use of environmentally sensitive and responsibly 
sourced printing materials. The majority of the paper The Print Division use is certified 
Carbon Neutral, that is also recognised by the FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) as 
being sourced from responsibly managed forests. 

The Print Division is committed to operating in an environmentally sensitive manner in 
everything we do. We have been part of the Fuji Xerox Australia Dealer Sustainability 
program for the last eight years and have won a number of awards from Fuji Xerox 
Australia for our sustainability initiatives.



Powerful 
Technology
With state of the art production machines in each Print Division, our print 
centres provide professional short and long run, on demand, documents 
of unparalleled quality. 

Our technology allows us to produce quality documents on a wide range 
of medium types with a diverse palette of colour options, including silver 
and gold. As the market leader for digital print technology, The Print 
Division provides environmentally sustainable hardware and software 
solutions, which meet most customer requirements from small desktop 
printers through to large commercial digital printing presses. 

Our in-house facilities cover all facets of printing including prepress, 
graphic design, variable data, plan printing, point of sale posters, banners 
and laminating. 

If you want your publications and image to stand out from the crowd, the 
staff at The Print Division are the people to see.



Books and 
Magazines
At The Print Division we have extensive 
experience in producing books and magazines 
and have pushed the limits of our digital 
technology to create a vast and uncompromising 
product range. Our expertise range from 
corporate documents and school magazines to 
fiction and non-fiction books in a variety of sizes 
and finishes. 

With binding options ranging from saddle 
stitching to perfect binding and finishing 
choices that include lamiglazing and spot 
varnishing we can create the perfect solution for 
your requirements.

Available stock weights for books:*

Matte: 70gsm - 350gsm
Gloss: 113gsm - 350gsm

* Book specifications will vary depending  
 dimensions, stock type and binding options  
 that you require. Please contact us for  
 instructions specific to your needs, or to  
 discuss how our design team can assist you in  
 creating the product that you would like.

Saddle Stitched Books



Case Bound Book

Perfect Bound Books Saddle Stitched Book



Binding Options

Perfect Binding

Perfect Binding is a widely used soft cover book 
binding method. With this binding method, 
the pages and cover are glued together at the 
spine with a strong yet flexible glue, and the 
other three sides of the book are then trimmed 
as needed to give them clean “perfect” edges. 
Many of the soft cover books that you see on the 
shelves at bookstores are examples of perfect 
bound books.

Wire Binding

Wire Binding is an attractive method for joining 
the pages and cover of a bound document. 
These wire loops are inserted through holes 
that have been punched through the book’s 
cover and pages. The loops are then crimped 
closer together until they form a perfect circle, 
securing the cover and pages as an assembly, 
yet allowing them to open freely.

Saddle  Stitching

Saddle Stitching refers to the binding method 
in which folded sheets are gathered together 
one inside the other and then stapled through 
the fold line with wire staples.  The staples pass 
through the folded crease from the outside and 
are clinched between the center-most pages. 

Coil Binding

Coil Binding joins the pages and cover of a book 
using a durable plastic coil. The coil is inserted 
through holes punched along the spinal edge 
of the book. One of the benefits of a coil bound 
book is that the pages can be opened a full 360 
degrees. This allows an open book to fold back 
upon itself and yet still remain flat.



Brochures

Bi-Fold Brochure

Brochures are one of the most popular types of 
printing that is seen across Australia. We pride 
ourselves on offering a wide range of high 
quality brochures, backed up with fast turn-
around times and professional service.

Some of the most common formats that we 
produce are DL flyers, tri-fold brochures and 
bi-fold brochures, however we have a history of 
accommodating a broad array of custom jobs, 
and would love to speak to you about how to 
bring your next idea to life.

Available stock weights for brochures:*

Matte: 70gsm - 350gsm
Gloss: 113gsm - 350gsm

* Brochure specifications will vary depending  
 dimensions, stock type and finishing options 
 that you require. Please contact us for  
 instructions specific to your needs, or to discuss  
 how our design team can assist you in creating  
 the product that you would like.



Tri-Fold Brochure

Four Panel Brochure

DL Flyers



Cards and 
Certificates

Business Cards

For many years The Print Division have been 
producing a variety of cards and certificates. 
With our state of the art digital technology 
we are now able to print on heavier stocks 
than before creating endless possibilities for 
your business cards, vouchers, display cards, 
postcards and more. 

These promotional products can be one of 
the first points of contact that a new client has 
with your business. Our extensive selection of 
finishing options and customisation has seen 
us creating unique products and advertising 
tools for Tasmanian businesses, providing them 
with the creative means to reach their target 
audience. 

Available stock weights for cards:*

Matte: 70gsm - 350gsm
Gloss: 113gsm - 350gsm

* Card specifications will vary depending  
 dimensions, stock type and finishing options 
 that you require. Please contact us for  
 instructions specific to your needs, or to discuss  
 how our design team can assist you in creating  
 the product that you would like.



Postcards

Gate Folded Display CardCertificates

Five Panel Card



Calendars

Wire Bound Calendar

At The Print Division we have had the privilege 
of producing high quality calendars featuring a 
broad range of businesses and photographers 
across Tasmania. 

Our calendars can be produced in varying sizes 
and types to fit your needs, including desktop 
and fridge mounted calendars, through to 
saddle stitched and wire bound A3 sized 
calenders.

Whether for personal or commercial use, 
calendars offer a unique opportunity for 
customisation and can be as simple or 
comprehensive as you require.

Available stock weights for calendars:*

Matte: 70gsm - 350gsm
Gloss: 113gsm - 350gsm

* Calendar specifications will vary depending  
 dimensions, stock type and finishing options 
 that you require. Please contact us for  
 instructions specific to your needs, or to discuss  
 how our design team can assist you in creating  
 the product that you would like.



Wide Format
Prints and  
Pull-Up Banners

Plan Print

Our range of wide format printers allow us to 
produce a wide variety of large scale products, 
including posters, canvas prints, plan prints and 
pull-up banners on a carefully curated selection 
of high quality materials.

We have years of experience working with large 
scale print and are proud to be able to offer 
many finishing options with these prints, which 
include laminating, mounting and inserting 
eyelets.  

Available stocks for wide format prints:

Matte: 80gsm, 160gsm and Nevertear
Satin: 170gsm
Gloss: 170gsm
Fine Art Paper: 308gsm
Canvas: Lightweight and Stretchable



A1 Poster Premium Banner Base

Standard Banner Base

Pull-Up Banners

Make your message stand out with a pull-up 
banner, we offer a range of pull-up banners 
at trade prices. This includes our standard 
and premium display banners that give your 
promotions and advertising more impact. We 
also have desktop banners that are perfect for 
small areas such as office/reception desks and 
stall tables, these banners deliver your message 
with the advantage of being compact.

The specifications for artwork are detailed below: 
Dimensions:  850mm wide x 2100mm high

File Type:  PDF

Resolution:  at least 300DPI

Artwork Restrictions: Any logos or text must 
to be positioned no closer than 100mm from 
the bottom edge, as this section feeds into 
the mechanism. It is very important that any 
background image needs to remain continuous 
(for example if there’s a photo, a colour, or a 
gradient in the background it needs to run the 
full 2100mm of the artwork to ensure that there 
isn’t a blank strip visible above the base).

Use: Our banners are not waterproof, so we 
recommend them for indoor use only.



and more... Gold/
Silver/
ClearScanning

Our range of digital devices include both flatbed 
and roll fed scanners that are capable of scanning 
documents at resolutions up to 1200dpi. This 
equipment offers the versatility to scan small 
documents, plans, fine art work and photographs 
at A0 size and beyond. 

Variable Data

Utilising the latest digital technology enables us to 
create a large array of peronalised material which 
includes variable data. This is commonly used on 
jobs such as raffle tickets, personally addressed 
mail and invitations with printed names. Speak to 
us today about the ways in which variable data can 
benefit your business.

Laminating

Laminating is the perfect way to protect your 
prints and ensure that they last the distance. At 
The Print Division we offer high quality laminating 
services. Our laminating is available in both Matte 
and Gloss finishes.

Graphic Design

At The Print Division we have fully qualified, 
professional graphic designers who have years 
of experience in working with a variety of clients. 
Using the latest software and tools we can work 
with you to create and design the best product 
possible.

Add a new level of sophistication to your next 
presentation, book, business card, invitation 
or brochure with metallic dry ink or clear spot 
varnish. The Print Division is proud to be the only 
printer in Tasmania that has the technology to 
digitally print metallic gold, silver and varnish.

Our Fuji Xerox 1000i digital press is our most 
advanced piece of equipment that delivers a new 
level of vivid colour, metallic gold and silver, and 
clear toner. 


